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Details of Visit:

Author: CuriousGeorge69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 31 Aug 2019
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 240.00
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

A tweet early Saturday morning indicated the address as being Bletchley, having only been to this
address once I was a little apprehensive as I had trouble parking, but the maid told me of the
nearby Sport Centre which is literally across the road and is free and unlimited.

The flat looked like it had been recently decorated, nice carpets and furnishings the room we used I
guess is the front room of the premises so the bathroom was upstairs so my pre punt shower I got
undressed and had the shower then walked downstairs wrapped in a towel, as I am not body
beautiful I felt a little exposed.

The Lady:

I had briefly caught a glimpse of this lovely lady after a two girl booking, as I was leaving the buzzer
to the flat went off and one of the ladies mentioned it was Harper, I had been discussing another
possible two girl and Harper was one of the options. She looked amazing as she walked past me,
so when the opportunity presented itself to see her on a free Saturday, I felt I shouldn’t ignore it.

Harpers Twitter pictures are a very accurate representation of how amazing she looks, however
what they don't show is her beautiful eyes, she is truly stunning.

The Story:

Let into the premises by a great looking maid and shown into the room we where going to use,
offered a drink and I then asked if the bathroom as available because I wanted a quick shower, at
this point things kind of ground to a halt as someone was using the bathroom. Waited a few minutes
and the stunning Harper entered the room with my drink, I heels she stood taller then me (her
profile says 5”9 which I guess would be right) she gave me a lovely firm kiss on the lips and just
started chatting like we had know each other for ages, so reassuring and comfortable.

Finally, the bathroom became available and I was able to have a shower and freshen up, probably
taking up ten fifteen minutes of the punt. Back downstairs and the lovely Harper were waiting for me
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in a black body stocking and red heels, looking spectacular.

All services where on offer and Harper held nothing back, there was no clock watching and the
whole appointment was a very passionate and memorable. After my first pop we just sat there
chatting about future possibilities of a two-girl meeting soon and if Harper is up for what she
described I can imagine that being a spectacular couple of hours.

All this naughty talk got me aroused and Harper was very eager to see I was thoroughly drained.

An enjoyable afternoon with an amazing sexy lady.
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